
FOREWORD
Dictionary of Health Insurance and Managed Care

Q: Why do we need the Dictionary of Health Insurance and Managed Care?

And, why do payers, providers, benefits managers, consultants and consumers need a credible and
unbiased source of explanations for their health insurance needs and managed care products?

The answer is clear! Healthcare is the most rapidly changing domestic industry. The revolution occurring
in health insurance and managed care delivery is particularly fast. Some might even suggest these
machinations were malignant, as many industry segments, professionals and patients suffer because of
them. And so, since knowledge is power in times of great flux, codified information protects us all from
physical, as well as economic harm.

For example, federal government forecasts reveal that total expenditures on health services will surpass
$2 Trillion in 2007, and account for 17% of Gross Domestic Product. As a country, we spend dramatically
more total dollars on healthcare, and more as a percent of the economy, than we did two decades ago.
Along with these growing expenditures, the government is assuming greater control.

Currently, almost 50% of healthcare costs are under Federal and/or State mandates through Medicare
and Medicaid entitlement programs. The recent prescription drug program and implementation of the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act adds more confusion to medical providers and
facilities, insurance agents, health plans and patients. This tumult occurred so rapidly that we can no
longer assume operative definitional stability. The resulting chaos is as expected. Fortunately, the
Dictionary of Health Insurance and Managed Care provides desperately needed nomenclature stability to
health insurance policy issues and managed care procedural concerns.

With almost 10,000 definitions, abbreviations, acronyms, and references, the Dictionary is the most
comprehensive and authoritarian compendium of its kind, to date. Healthcare economist Dr. David
Edward Marcinko, and his colleagues at the Institute of Medical Business Advisors, Inc., should be
complimented for conceiving and completing this laudable project.

The Dictionary of Health Insurance and Managed Care lifts the fog of confusion surrounding the most
contentious topic in the healthcare industrial complex, today. My suggestion therefore, is to “read it, refer
to it, recommend it, and reap”.

Michael J. Stahl; PhD
William B. Stokely Distinguished Professor of Business

The University of Tennessee
College of Business Administration

609 Stokely Management Center
Knoxville, TN 37996-0570 USA
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Your thoughts and comments on this ME-P are appreciated. Feel free to review our top-left
column, and top-right sidebar materials, links, URLs and related websites, too. Then, subscribe
to the ME-P. It is fast, free and secure.
Speaker: If you need a moderator or speaker for an upcoming event, Dr. David E. Marcinko;
MBA – Publisher-in-Chief of the Medical Executive-Post – is available for seminar or speaking
engagements. Contact: MarcinkoAdvisors@msn.com
OUR OTHER PRINT BOOKS AND RELATED INFORMATION SOURCES:

 PRACTICES: www.BusinessofMedicalPractice.com
 HOSPITALS: http://www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781466558731
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 INSURANCE: Risk Management and Insurance Strategies for Physicians and
Advisors
 Dictionary of Health Economics and Finance
 Dictionary of Health Information Technology and Security
 Dictionary of Health Insurance and Managed Care

Top 100 USA Drug Pricing Median Jumps 7-Fold

Budget-busters: The Shift to High-Priced Innovator Drugs in the USA reveals that the median
price of the Top 100 drugs has skyrocketed from $1,260 in 2010 to $9,400 in 2014, representing
a seven-fold increase.

You might also like...

Find out more about the analysis behind this report: the USA Sales, Volume
and Pricing Analysis is an integrated, single source for pricing intelligence
enabling you to quickly analyze the dynamics behind US medical product
sales, including volume, price and annual cost per patient.

A doctor is complaining to a mechanic
A doctor is talking to a car mechanic, "Your fee is several times more per hour then we get paid
for medical care."

"Yeah, but you see, doc, you have always the same model, it hasn't changed since Adam; but
we have to keep up to date with new models coming every month."

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[

I was delighted to learn of this open position.



I am an interdisciplinary candidate with economics, insurance, finance, and management
acumen, with the leadership, teaching, HIT, R&D, and mentorship gravitas worthy of
consideration.

Briefly, I attended Towson State Community College and Loyola University in Maryland.  I
performed bio-chemistry research on imidazole derivatives for GERD at the University of
Maryland [School of Dentistry]. I attended Business School in Chicago and Medical School at
Temple University in Philadelphia with three-year surgical residency in Atlanta, Hershey Medical
Center PA, and Europe. I practiced in Atlanta for 20 years and obtained a Georgia State
Certificate of Need [CON] for a CMS approved surgical center sold to a large hospital chain at
the top of the market in 2000.

Visiting adjunct clinical professor teaching bona fides are from Midwestern University, Glendale,
AZ * Barry University, Miami Shores, FL * Samuel Merritt, Oakland, CA * Des Moines University,
IA * and Kent State University, Independence, OH; among others.

Areas of academic institutional expertise include: Change Management, Strategy, Vision &
Business Planning; Budgeting, Economics, Finance & Fundraising; Leadership and
Governance; Public Relations & Media Affairs; HR, Policy & Procedure Development; Diversity,
Lean Performance Management and Enterprise Resource Planning [ERP].

I’m armed with national contacts and skills for leading innovative inside/outside teams to seize
hybrid principles of shared Boyer Education Model decision-making; and Miller-Heiman life-
long-learning initiatives, combined with proven organizational skills. And, with international
notoriety as a writer, speaker, thought-leader and federal-state court approved expert medical
witness.

Now, as a successful serial senior educator, IT entrepreneur and academic CXO, I seek to pay-
it-forward as
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 INSURANCE: Risk Management and Insurance Strategies for Physicians and
Advisors

We have a Question and Answer software program that runs on WINDOWS XP only. It contains
2,000 questions with brief one sentence distracters [a-e].

Can you place it in the cloud for us; gated for registered users? OR, Place it on a WordPress
Site, etc.

OR - We simply might like each question re-written in MS-WORD format in blocks of 100 QAs.

Are you interested in this conversion? We can send the program to you by email.

****

PS: I always find such promotion and self-aggrandizement a difficult personal proposition.

One unit [1] Pod Surgery Re-Cert study guide library program of content .pdf files with traditional and
new styled hybrid comprehensive QAs and One unit [1] Medicine/Orthopedics . Delivered by secure
email; all sales are final. Discount applied Thank you. www.PodiatryPrep.com

Dear Doctor,

You recently sent us payment via PayPal. After verification, we will update, copy-right, copy-
protect, RFID tag and license program files to you. This may take 24-48 hours. Delivery will be
by secure email. All sales are final. Good luck.
Thank you.
www.PodiatryPrep.com

You recently sent us payment via PayPal.
After verification, we will update, copy-right, copy-protect, RFID tag and license program
files to you.
This may take 24-48 hours.
Delivery will be by secure email.
All sales are final.
Good luck.

Thank you.

And, after coming of age in the inner city of South-East Baltimore, I have special interest in
urban renewal and social justice; as well as healthcare, ethics and philosophy because of my
time at the Jesuit theology seminary in Woodstock Maryland and Georgetown, DC. My wife is
Lutheran, my daughter attended an Episcopal elementary school; my medical partners were
Methodist and the doctors I interacted with at most hospitals are of the Jewish faith.



I resonate with the identity of liberal arts education; small classes; engaged student, parents
and teachers; research and development, motivated staff inculcating life-long learning initiatives
and critical thinking skills.

Although any learner-centered teaching philosophy, or Boyer Model of scholarship, is constantly
in flux, the mission of any educator public or private, is: [1] to promote positive learning; [2] to
motivate students, staff and graduates; [3] to provide a strong foundation for lifelong learning;
and in modernity [4] to enhance career and life-work opportunities; [5] improve bottom-line
financial metrics, and [6] to collaborate on a national and global basis

At this level of blended Christian pedagogy, andragogy and heutagogy, my mission is to be a
modern guide on the side; not bombastic sage on the stage. Moreover, this position holds
special gravitas in order to set the tone for future growth thru example; in words and deeds.

Enter the Certified Medical Planners™

There is no certification program, course of study or professional designation for FAs
who wish to enter the lucrative financial planning space serving physicians and
healthcare professionals.

That’s why the R&D efforts of our governing board of physician-directors, accountants,
financial advisors, academics and health economists identified the need for integrated
personal financial planning and medical practice management as an effective first step
in the survival and wealth building life-cycle for physicians, nurses, healthcare
executives, administrators and all medical professionals.

Now – more than ever – desperate doctors of all ages are turning to knowledge able
financial advisors and medical management consultants for help. Symbiotically too,
generalist advisors are finding that the mutual need for extreme niche synergy is
obvious.

But, there was no established curriculum or educational program; no corpus of
knowledge or codifying terms-of-art; no academic gravitas or fiduciary accountability;
and certainly no identifying professional designation that demonstrated integrated
subject matter expertise for the increasingly unique healthcare focused financial
advisory niche … Until Now!

Enter the Certified Medical Planner™ charter professional designation. And, CMPs™
are FIDUCIARIES, 24/7.

Ann Miller RN MHA
http://www.CertifiedMedicalPlanner.org

Hope Hetico-Marcinko RN MHA
PHP



2380 E. Dempster Street
3rd Floor
Des Plaines, Ill 60016
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mac social is 255 97 1088

mac's pnc account number is 6400 7110 4652712351. i think its all we should
need for deposit. she has 750 in it now. I set up alerts coming to me so i will keep
on track of it. eventually, i will send them to mac.

Hi Doctor Siroka,

Many thanks for your contact. We know this is an anxious time for you and we appreciate your concern.

So, you will be thrilled to know that after careful RFID tag review, it appears that you have received all
the correct Re-Certification study guide content files in 10 e-mail transmissions; with test wise-ness "tips



and pearls" [77 pages called "pass-points"], and dual-styled questions. Feel free to read all from your PC,
or print out selected pages, or create individualized self-study file folders after personal S.W.O.T.
analysis. There is NO time bomb.

But, realize all files may not be viewable on all hardware devices; only those that read .pdf files, MSFT
SkyDrive files and MSFT slide show viewers [most all PCs; but not all smart phones]. So, please verify the
ten transmissions. And, we do note that you passed a prior compatibility test.

Also, please do not confuse the new Re-Certification [aka hybrid, aka oral/written, aka CBT/CPC styled]
test questions - with first timer test questions. This is the difference between new-wave cognitive
experiential RE-CERT questions, versus first time original qualification / certification rote memory
questions. Yet, you do have both representative styles for comparison.

Here are some more study tips:

• When starting the exam, determine the number of questions and the amount of time available.
Calculate how many should be answered by halfway through the time exam. Typically, you will need to
answer a question every minute.
• Read the stem (the clinical vignette) carefully. Pick out the pertinent parts of the stem that will help
you select the correct diagnosis.
• Pick the obviously correct answer. Beware, the trick questions or “psychological stressor questions”.
• Consider race, sex, and age when selecting the answer.
• If you don’t know the answer to a question, make your best guess and move on.
• Don’t change the answers to questions unless you have made an obvious mistake; first impressions
are generally the correct impressions.
• Brush up on typing and keyboarding skills as written paragraphs, prose or verbiage responses may
soon be required. Brush up on basic computer skills, as well.

Be Aware of "Wrong" Stressor Questions

You may also see several so-called “wrong” questions, on the real test, by-design. These are called
psychological “stressor questions” that are used to evoke fear, uncertainty, doubt and emotional
volatility; and most importantly to waste valuable in-situ test TIME. This psychometric design makes the
test more DIFFICULT to pass [see attached].

Finally, rest assured this is NOT cheating; and you will do fine if you study for 120 hours.
You have the only preparation tool specifically designed for the surgical re-certification test available.
Welcome to the modern Health 2.0 era of test preparation! We appreciate your support … and
continued positive comments and referrals!

Of course, much more information is located on our website and blog.
Material is time sensitive and may change without notice.
You may review it all here:

 www.PodiatryPrep.com



 http://podiatryprep.wordpress.com/about/

Good luck.

FRATERNALLY,

INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL BUSINESS ADVISORS, INC.
Suite #5901 Wilbanks Drive
Norcross, Georgia, 30092-1141 USA
[Ph] 770.448.0769
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email communication may contain private, confidential, financial, patient, client or
legally privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated and/or duly authorized recipient(s). If you are
not the intended recipient or have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately by email and
permanently delete all copies of this email including all attachments without reading them. If you are the intended
recipient, secure the contents in a manner that conforms to all applicable state and/or federal requirements related to
privacy and confidentiality of such information.

Thanks for visiting.

Not much info on my profile by design and nothing is accurate; just railing against the recent OCQ
algorithm scandal. All a bunch of hokum anyway; right?

But here goes.

I am private, but not secretive, as I do consulting work, and travel a bit. I am very well educated and
professorial; maybe even nerdy but can still be naughty and unpredictable at times. My work has
been my passion and hard work and consistency is what I believe in.

Now, I do like to help people and be of service; paying-it-forward, if you will. I give more preference
to nature, kindness and confidence in a woman rather than external beauty; but looks don’t hurt. And,
I do favor curves, heels and hose. Sorry, just a guy in most other respects.

I am 5’10” tall, 150 llbs, and black hair with grey.
I live in Norcross.
Shoot me a message with email addy for photos.
Weeks of TMs, phone calls or e-mail rumination is not my style.

PS: Nice smile and hair.
Best.

Likes include most all pleasures, shoes, running-walking, and shopping. Movies, Red-box and
Netflix are fine, as are restaurants, outdoor grilling Mexican, Thai, Italian food, and Pizza. Social
drinker and a non-smoker! Not a clothes horse. Very well travelled to most civilized countries.

I’m finishing up yard work right now, but if you want some photos send me a short email
message. I’d be happy to hear from you.



D.

Essentially, I am an economist; subset healthcare finance, policy and administration. I am more
familiar with investment banking; than the retail side. I am optimistic, yet sensible and
understanding.

Slow to anger, very easy going, educated and well traveled; not very photogenic.

Raised in the streets of a big city; a realist in every way. I put little stock in material things. In the
end we leave the same way we arrived; naked and penniless. Yet, I am successful and
competitive. And, I have a decent sense of humor and enjoy a good laugh; sometimes at life
itself.

;;;;;;;;

Not much info on my profile by design and nothing is accurate; just railing against the recent
OCQ algorithm scandal. All a bunch of hokum anyway; right?

But here goes anyway.

I am private, but not secretive, as I do consulting work, and travel a bit. I am very well educated
and professorial; maybe even nerdy but can still be naughty and unpredictable at times. My
work has been my passion and hard work and consistency is what I believe in.

Now, I do like to help people and be of service; paying-it-forward, if you will. I give more
preference to nature, kindness and confidence in a woman rather than external beauty; but
looks don’t hurt. And, I do favor curves, heels and hose. Sorry, just a guy in most other
respects.

I am 5’10” tall, 150 llbs, and black hair with grey.
I live in Norcross.
Shoot me a message with email addy for photos.
Weeks of TMs, phone calls or e-mail rumination is not my style.

PS: Nice smile and hair.
Best.
D

Hi Doctor,

Many thanks again for your re-contact. We know this is an anxious time for you and we appreciate your concern.



As you know, the 2,100 QA product you noted is for first time test takers [qualified/certified] and formatted for
WIN XP only. It is NOT for the new RE-Cert styled cognitive test that you are taking. An order form copy, indicating
same, is attached for your review. Your correct product appears under the third paragraph, color-coded and shown
thusly:

(e-Book Reader Adobe Format)
COMPREHENSIVE LIBRARY STUDY-GUIDE
____Surgery Re-Certification Version $350.00

It is also noted on the blog order form, and MOC link, right here: Certification Need

So again, you do have the correct product as also re-confirmed by your recorded phone conversation and oral
order taken on June 17th, 2014.

Of course, if you wish additional study material, you may still purchase any other product you like, and we will
maintain our multi-order discount, as a professional courtesy to you. BUT, it is NOT recommended for the Re-Cert
test. You will be delighted to know that you have all you need right now; and more.

We simply suggest that you study hard and will pass after 120 hours of preparation.
More than 8,000 DPMs have already done so.

Best
PodiatryPrep.com
SUPPORT END

What do you really know about the social determinants of health?
It’s hard to think clearly about health reform if you ignore the social determinants of health, that
is, how each person’s place in the hierarchy of self-determination and power, educational
opportunity, neighborhood quality, working conditions, job security, income and wealth shape
their vulnerability to illness and premature death. Check your knowledge by taking this true-or-
false quiz.

Many thanks for the confirmation.

I am currently under private confidentiality / non-disclosure agreements with partners and firms
and with closely held incentive stock-options. To assure professional integrity in such matters,
iMBA Inc maintains a program that reviews these collaborations and puts measures in place to
minimize potential bias that may results from ties to industry.

For example, we disclose when (i) our academics/physicians/scientists receive $5,000 or more
per year (equity or stock options) for speaking and consulting, (ii) its members serve as a
fiduciary, (iii) its members receive or have the right to receive royalties or; (iv) its’ members hold
any equity interest for their role as inventor, founder or consultant.

And, as of 1/01/2014, I have the right to receive royalty payments for inventions, books,
copyrights and/or software commercialized from iMBA Inc., FARC Inc., CMP Inc., and David
Edward Marcinko, PA. I subscribe to the PhRMA Code on Interactions with Healthcare and



Educational Professionals and the AdvaMed Code of Ethics. As such, gifts of substantial value
are generally prohibited.

So, mere lucre is not as important as the ability to affect positive and meaningful change.
Nevertheless, salary is an important measure of value in the USA and should be commensurate
with similar positions of gravitas, with the UCR fringe benefits; all TBD.

University of Pittsburgh
Lothrop Hall
Mackenzie Marcinko
190 Lothrop St
Room 520
Pittsburgh, Pa 15213

University of Pittsburgh
Lothrop Hall
Mackenzie Marcinko
190 Lothrop St
Room 520
Pittsburgh, Pa 15213

headliner fabric separating from the formed backing and drooping (while the formed backing
stays in place)? In my 2010 XKR, Alcantara suede was used for the headliner and A pillars.
Alcantara is a brand name for a synthetic suede that can be purchased in most dowtown textile
districts for well under $10.00 under many different names, the most common of which is
Passion Suede. It is much nicer looking and infinitely more durable than the cheap velour that is
in your car (and my 2002 XKR) If you're replacing the whole headliner, I would highly
recommend this upgrade. It comes in at least 75 colors. If you're going to try and reglue the
portion of the headliner that has come down, obviously, you're going to have to go to the edge
above the door to peel it back and then use an upholstery grade spray or brush on adhesive to
reset it. Don't use the stuff you find at Home Depot or your local hardware store. Find a
professional upholstery supplies store, and they can give you a professional product that will be
much stronger

Is the oil clear yellow, and the coolant clean and orange?

Hi Doctor,

Many thanks again for your re-contact. We know this is an anxious time for you and we appreciate your
concern.



As you know, the 2,100 QA product you noted is for first time test takers [qualified/certified] and
formatted for WIN XP only. It is NOT for the new RE-Cert styled cognitive test that you are
taking. An order form copy, indicating same, is attached for your review. Your correct
product appears under the third paragraph, color-coded and shown thusly:

(e-Book Reader Adobe Format)
COMPREHENSIVE LIBRARY STUDY-GUIDE
____Surgery Re-Certification Version $350.00

It is also noted on the blog order form, and MOC link, right here: Certification Need

So, you do have the correct product as re-confirmed by your recorded conversation and oral phone
order taken on June 17th, 2014.

Of course, if you wish additional study material, you may still purchase any other product you like, and
we will maintain our multi-order discount, as a professional courtesy to you. BUT, it is NOT
recommended for the Re-Cert test. You will be delighted to know that you have all you need right now;
and more.

Finally, rest assured this is NOT cheating; and you will do fine if you study for 120 hours.
You have the only preparation tool specifically designed for the surgical re-certification test available.
Welcome to the modern Health 2.0 era of test preparation! We appreciate your support … and
continued positive comments and referrals!

Of course, much more information is located on our website and blog.
Material is time sensitive and may change without notice.
You may review it all here:

 www.PodiatryPrep.com
 http://podiatryprep.wordpress.com/about/

We simply suggest that you study hard and will pass after 120 hours of preparation.
More than 8,000 DPMs have already done so.

Best
PodiatryPrep.com

A STEP-WISE APPROACH TO THE DIVORCE MEDIATION PROCESS

FOR PHYSICIANS

(Copyright 2004-05, The Institute of Medical Business Advisors, Inc.
All rights reserved, USA)

Anju D. Jessani, MBA, APM



Accredited Professional Mediator & Arbitrator
Divorce with Dignity

223 Bloomfield Street, Suite #104
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030

201-217-1090 (voice)
201-217-1220 (fax)

www.MedicalBusinessAdvisors.com
info@MedicalBusinessAdvisors.com

As opposed to therapy with is often open-ended, mediation should be approached in a structured
manner so as to minimize mediation fees, maximize the productivity of sessions by keeping clients
focused, and expedite a fair resolution before the conflict is allowed to escalate.  The reality of divorce is
that most clients have similar issues they need to address such as the house, the pension, and college
education for the children.  Nevertheless, the process should also be flexible to properly address the
uniqueness of each clients’ situation such as different religious requirements, or the needs of a gifted
child.

In this Appendix, I describe an approach to the divorce mediation process with the caveat that each
mediator has their own style, hat there are many right approaches to this process, and the process can
take more or less sessions and time than described below depending on the complexity of the issues,
the availability of documentation and third-party appraisals, and preparedness of the parties, and the
parties readiness to proceed.  I have found that on average, I meet with client from three to eight 90
minute sessions over a two-three month time frame.  However, I have had clients who literally take
years to work through the issues, and also clients who have completed the mediation process over two
weekends.

My objective in this Appendix it to provide information that demystifies what happens behind closed
doors during the divorce mediation process.  Although I have outlined an approach that assumes the
couple has children, I use the same approach in a more contracted fashion, for couples without children.

The mediator, helps the separating couple address the custody and parenting time issues, distribution of
assets and liabilities, child and spousal support amounts, insurance, income tax and other decisions
needed to restructure their family into two units.

The mediator’s role is to help the couple explore options and their consequences, and bring knowledge
and experience that provides a context for decision-making.   Mediation is guided by the concept of self-
determination – decision-making authority in the mediation process rests with the parties. When
necessary, the mediator will refer the couple to experts for services such as appraisals.

At the end of the mediation process, the mediator prepares a Memorandum of Understanding that
summarizes the agreements reached.  Although attorneys generally do not participate in the mediation
sessions, the two spouses are advised to have their attorneys review the memorandum.  They may also
use the services of an attorney or attorneys to prepare their separation or divorce agreement, based on
the decisions in the memorandum.



The success rate for divorce mediation, which I define as the parties coming to agreement, is higher than
in other civil mediation cases.  Additionally, the success rate for couples voluntarily seeking divorce
mediation is significantly higher than for court-mandated mediation.  From my experience, 90% of
separating clients who voluntarily come to mediation, complete the process.

Scheduling The First Mediation Session
A client may phone or e-mail to either learn more about mediation or to make an appointment.  In his
book The Fundamentals of Family Mediation, John Haynes, the Founding President of the Academy of
Family Mediators, states that “the mediator is presented with a classic dilemma: how to provide
sufficient information so she can make can intelligent decision about the suitability of mediation while
at the same time not developing a relationship with the client.”1

During this initial inquiry, the mediator will try and ascertain the following:
 How the prospect received their  name.
 The names of the parties and their attorneys.
 Where the parties are in the divorce process with their attorneys.
 Whether there are any domestic violence issues that would preclude the couple form mediating.
 The length of the marriage and the ages of the children, if any.

The mediator will provide the following information during the conversation:
 Description of the mediation process and the role of the mediator.
 The role of mediator versus role of the attorney in the divorce process.
 Typical number of sessions, fee structure, and available times for the first session.
 Information on my background, training and experience.

Mediation Session #1
The first session serves as an introduction and overview of the mediation process.  The agenda for the
first session will usually encompass the following:

 Description of mediation, the mediator’s role, number of sessions and fees.
 Parties’ objectives for today and for the mediation process.
 Review the mediation agreement (not to be signed that day).
 Grounds for filing for divorce/separation, and a summary of the legal process of divorce.
 Issues that must be addressed today.
 Description of issues to be addressed in the mediation process.
 Develop list of documents for clients to bring in for the next session.

This session is usually highly emotionally charged.  There may be great anxiety about the session, anger
between the parties, and apprehension about the mediator and the mediation process.  A number of
things help to put the clients at ease during this session.  Mediators may remind clients that the purpose

1 John M. Haynes, The Fundamental of Mediation, 31 (State University of New York Press, 1994).



of the first session is to provide them with information, and that they are under no pressure to make
any decision until they are comfortable.

The most helpful information obtained during this session is each of the party’s objectives for the
mediation.  What mediators hear most frequently is that the parties don’t want to spend unnecessary
money, don’t have the intestinal fortitude for a court battle, want to keep their conflict private, and
want to remain friendly with each other for the sake of the children.

The mediation agreement includes the following:
 The parties have entered mediation voluntarily, and it is understood that they may discontinue

the mediation process at any time.
 They have not waived the right to consult with and/or retain their own attorney.
 The mediation process is confidential with the exception of information regarding abuse,

neglect, abandonment, or exploitation of a child.
 Neither the mediator nor his/her records shall be subject to subpoena.
 Good faith disclosure requires full disclosure of information and production of documents; if

documents requested are not provided, the mediator reserves the right to terminate the
mediation.

 If the services of other experts are required such as appraisers, the parties will retain neutral
experts and will pay their fees directly to them.

 The hourly fee for the mediation and the payment schedule (usually pay-as-you go).
 That the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is not a legal document; their attorney(s) will

include information from the MOU in the Property Settlement Agreement/Divorce Agreement.
 That the parties are urged to consult with attorneys prior to signing the Property Settlement

Agreement/ Divorce Agreement.

The mediator may provide legal information, but should not provide legal advice.  They may cover the
grounds for filing for divorce for their state, who may file for divorce, any residence requirements, as
well as a time-line of the legal process.

Towards the end of the first session, the mediator will provide a list of documents needed for the next
session. If either party has a defined benefit pension plan, the mediator will provide forms so that they
can request a valuation of the pensions.  If there is a business or professional practice, the mediator will
suggest that the parties need a business valuation by a neutral business appraiser, and may provide a list
of professionals they recommend.  Other documents that are usually requested include:

 The children’s school schedules with holidays.
 Pay stubs.
 Last year’s W-2 Forms for each party (summarizing annual earnings).
 Most recent federal tax return.
 Copies of all bank, brokerage, and 401(k)/403(b) statements.
 Most recent mortgage statement showing outstanding loan balances
 A summary of all insurance policies and coverage.
 A market assessment of real estate if property values are in dispute.
 A list of household items to be divided, if the parties cannot agree among themselves how to

divide these items.
 A credit report for each party.



With the exception of business appraisals which can be very time consuming, it usually takes two or
three weeks for clients to collect the other requested documentation and deal with getting a market
assessment on the house.  Therefore, scheduling the second session for three weeks later makes sense.
The time lapse is also helpful in allowing client to process what happened in mediation and their
emotional issues regarding their impending separation and divorce.

Mediation Session #2
The focus of this session is on developing the parenting plan and on data collection. The agenda for the
second session will usually encompass the following:

 Sign the mediation agreement.
 Develop the parenting plan and address related issues.
 Meet with each party alone (caucus).
 Collect requested documentation.
 Provide budget worksheets for completion by the next session.

Many states require parents in divorce proceeding to file parenting plans, with the hope that the parties
will be encouraged to fulfill their parenting responsibilities through their agreements rather than rely on
judiciary intervention.  The parenting plan typically encompasses non-financial parenting issues,
including:

 The type of custody chosen and reasons for selecting it (usually either sole custody to one
parent with parenting time to the other, joint legal custody with one parent having primary
residential care, or joint physical custody).

 A specific schedule for parenting time for each party including weeknights, weekends, vacations,
religious holidays, school vacations, birthdays, and special occasions, and including procedures
for transferring the child.

 Access to various records including educational and medical records.
 Provisions or restrictions on domestic or international travel.
 The impact if there is a contemplated change of residence by a parent; and
 Participation in making decisions regarding the child included decisions about religious

upbringing, health care and education.

In some other states, child support is based on a number of factors including the number of overnights
each parent has with the child/children.  By first developing the parenting plan, the mediator has an
essential building block to assist the clients in structuring their financial settlement.

During this session, the mediator may meet with each party alone (caucus) for approximately ten
minutes with the idea of providing equal time to each participant.  Different mediators have different
views on whether the caucus is confidential; they should share this information, so you can proceed
accordingly.  Most clients appreciate the time in caucus, as it allows them to share the emotional details
of their personal situation without worrying about their spouse’s reactions.

If the case appears appropriate for spousal support because of a large difference in the parties incomes,
or if one party is a supported spouse, budgeting is a necessity.  However, even for clients who have



similar incomes, preparing a budget can help reduce the level of anxiety about separating.   The
mediator may provide budget work sheets for clients to complete outlining current and projected
expenses. As time is  needed to go through the documents provided by clients, for them to collect
budget information, and for the return of the business appraisal, it is good to schedule the next session
at least two weeks out.

Mediation Session #3
The focus of this session is on  data analysis for child support and distribution of assets and liabilities.
The agenda for the third session will usually encompass the following:

 Review child support based on child support guidelines.
 Discuss other financial issues related to the children.
 Review inventory of assets and liabilities.
 Decide how to divide assets and liabilities.
 Collect budgeting information.

By the third session, most clients feel comfortable with mediation process
and the routine of going through the agenda.  This session will be pivotal,
and requires that clients be ready to make key financial decisions.
However, because the clients have provided the necessary documentation
that has allowed the mediator to conduct data analysis, they will now be in
a position to make decisions based on information.

Each state has its own child support guidelines and formulas, and many of
the courts will require proof that parties have been provided with
information regarding what child support would be by the state’s child
support guidelines.  Therefore the mediator should be able to perform
these calculations.  Clients may choose to adjust the child support -- that is
also something the mediator should work through with clients.
Additionally, if spousal support is also warranted, child support may be
revised upward or downward depending on the amount of spousal support
agreed to in Session Four.

There are frequent and recurring child expenses that must also addressed
during this session including:

 Work-related childcare.
 Child’s share of health insurance premiums.
 Out-of-pocket health care expenses of the child such as for orthodontia.



 Other extraordinary, but forcasted expenses such at SAT preparation
classes.

Some child-related costs cannot be anticipated at the time of the divorce
such as fees for summer camps or karate lessons.   Parents often choose
to share these costs, or pay them in percentage to their incomes.  The
mediator may also bring up the following issues:

 Frequency and/or events that should trigger a child support modification.
 Age of emancipation for the children as related to the child support obligation.
 Any religious rights of passage and how they will be funded such as Bar Mitzvahs.
 The parties’ desires regarding the child’s college education and costs.

The first area discussed with respect to assets and liabilities is personal property.  If the parties can
decide how to divide their personal property on their own such as furniture, stereo equipment,
television, computer equipment, antiques, photographs, the mediator will usually stay out of that
process.  If they cannot, the mediator may suggest they make an inventory of household items, place a
fire sale price next to each item, and then take turns picking which items they desire.  If one person ends
up with significantly less, they can ask for reimbursement from the other party.

The parties have provided documentation including copies of bank statements, business valuations,
brokerage statements, and pensions statements.  Once all the information has been collected, one
methodology for dividing assets and liabilities it to prepare a three column spreadsheet program such as
Excel.  The total estate would be in Column One.  Columns Two would be reserved for assets and
liabilities the wife is receiving, and Column Three would be reserved for assets and liabilities for husband
is receiving.  As an example, if the parties have a car worth $10,000 with a $5,000 loan, a house worth
$250,000 with a $125,000 mortgage, and a bank account with $130,000, the total value of their entire
estate as indicated in Column One would be $260,000.  If the parties decide the wife is keeping the car,
the car loan, the house and the mortgage, those values go in Column One, it is clear that she is getting
50% of the total assets.  Please note that this is a simple illustration and does not adjust for potential
taxes, sales commissions and closing costs that may or not be considered in the mediation process.

During the mediation session, the mediator may go through numerous alternatives on how they could
divide up the marital assets and liabilities, and may look for ways to balance the division through
vehicles such as Qualified Domestic Relations Orders that allow the transfer of part of a pension of
deferred savings plan to the other party.

As time is needed to analyze budget information provided by the clients, it is wise to schedule the next
session for two weeks later.

Mediation Session #4
The focus of this session is on budgets, spousal support and other outstanding.  The agenda for the
fourth session will usually encompass the following:



 Review parties current and forecasted budgets.
 Discuss what is needed if there are shortfalls including spousal support.
 Review other outstanding issues including incomes taxes, religious issues, cost of the

divorce, etc.
 Provide agenda for next session.

As with the balance sheet, the mediator will take data provided by the
clients and create a spreadsheet with the parties’ marital budget, and the
projected budgets for each of the parties after the separation and divorce.
There are many issues that influence the ease or difficulty of this task.  It is
usually easier if the parties are already living in separate residences, and if
both parties are employed and working at their full earning capacity.  It is
harder if the parties are self-employed, and also if they have a lot of cash
expenditures that are hard to track.  The parties’ capacity for record
keeping will influence the accuracy of the budget.  For most clients the
goal is to capture the 20% of expenses that account for 80% of their
budget.

During the session, the mediator will review the current and forecasted budgets with the clients, and try
and help them jog their memories for expenditures and well as income sources we may have missed.
The budgets either provide reassurance that both parties will be self-sustaining and relatively
comfortable, or help identify shortfalls. The budgeting exercise provides for a more rational discussion
regarding spousal support be it some type of interim support, support for a number of years, or in
longer-term marriages, permanent alimony.  Because establishing both the amount and the term of
spousal support is highly subjective, it is advisable that that clients see advise from counsel, and even
get a second opinion, if they are not comfortable

Outstanding issues usually addressed in this session include:
 Income taxes including exemptions for the children, and filing status during the separation.
 Religious issues such as possibly religious annulments for Catholic clients, and Gets for Jewish

clients.
 Whether the wife plans to change her name following the divorce.
 Social Security issues, including a process for equalizing social security benefits for long-term

marriages.
 How the parties plan to pay the legal costs and fees for the divorce.

Once the mediator has gathered the remaining information so that he/she will be in a position to write a
draft version of the Memorandum of Understanding.  As I now need time to draft this document, the
next session will be scheduled for at least for two weeks later.



Mediation Session #5
The focus of the fifth, and usually the last session is on reviewing the Draft Memorandum of
Understanding and amending/correcting it.

The Draft MOU summarizes everything the parties have agreed to in the mediation process.  The MOU
is not intended as a legal document and will remain unsigned by the parties.  It serves the purpose of
putting in writing the goals, intentions and attitudes of the couple.  The mediator will each client with a
drafts copy of the MOU, and then should go through it in as great detail as is needed, to ensure that the
document reflects the intentions of the clients.   The Final MOU will be mailed to clients shortly after the
session.

Generally, the text of the MOU does not come as a surprise to client.  However, seeing the document
itself can be upsetting to some clients, as it reminds them that they are moving along in the process.  If
any of the issues appear to be creating conflict, the mediator may caucus with the parties to try and
bring it to closure.  If it appears that the clients could benefit from another mediation session, the
mediator will suggest it.  However, this is the exception rather than the rule.

If clients have not secured legal counsel, most mediators will supply a list of mediation friendly
attorneys, and will encourage their clients to make contact with a few attorneys so that they can inquire
about fees, availability and approach.

Frequently, mediators will suggest that clients also review the MOU with their accountant, tax
accountant, and financial planner.  This review often helps identify or confirm strategies that may be
mutually advantageous.  As an example, there may be a tax benefit to waiting until the next-year for the
divorce to be finalized.  In that situation, the parties can instruct their attorneys accordingly.

The last part of this session will be spent answering questions and addressing concerns.  Most clients are
comfortable with the MOU, but apprehensive about moving forward.  They should be assured that the
hardest part of the process is done - the decision making. Their attorneys will review the MOU and help
them implement the agreement.  For some clients, there is a sadness in moving on.  The mediator will
assure them that if any conflicts arise during the filing process, during the divorce, or after the divorce,
they are free to come back to mediation to address those issues.

THE END


